The vacancy formation energy and the vacancy formation volume of the 3d, 4d, and 5d transition and noble metals have been calculated within the local-density approximation. The calculations employ the order-N locally self-consistent Green's-function method in conjunction with a supercell approach and include electrostatic multipole corrections to the atomic sphere approximation. The results are in excellent agreement with available full-potential calculations and with the vacancy formation energies obtained in positron annihilation measurements. The variation of the vacancy formation energy through a transition-metal series and the effects of crystal and magnetic structure are investigated and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The existence of vacancies in metals and intermetallic compounds plays an important role for the kinetic and thermodynamic properties of materials. In this connection the energy of formation of a monovacancy is a key concept in the understanding of the processes that occur in alloys during mechanical deformation or heat treatment. Over the last decade studies have succeeded in determining energies of monovacancy formation from positron annihilation experiments 1-3 as well as from ab initio full-potential ͑FP͒ calculations for simple metals [4] [5] [6] and for some transition and noble metals. [7] [8] [9] [10] The most recent work even includes studies of vacancy-vacancy and vacancy-solute interactions in Cu, Ni, Ag, and Pd ͑Refs. 11-14͒ and in Al ͑Ref. 15͒ by means of the full-potential Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker ͑KKR͒ Green's-function method.
In spite of the importance, to our knowledge, no ab initio study of the behavior of the vacancy formation energy along a transition-metal series has been performed so far, although a number of theoretical predictions based on simplified models of bonding in transition metals may be found in the literature. [16] [17] [18] On the other hand, there are many experimentally observed and theoretically expected correlations connecting the vacancy formation energy to other physical properties such as cohesive and surface energies, 9, 10, [19] [20] [21] melting and Debye temperatures, 3, 22, 23 and elastic constants. 24 Therefore, the goals of the present work are to perform a systematic ab initio study of vacancy formation energies in all the 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals, to analyze the observed trends along the rows of the Periodic Table, and to investigate the effects of crystal and magnetic structure on the vacancy formation energies.
The number of vacancies in an elemental metal at equilibrium conditions is usually small. Even close to the melting point it is much less than 1 at. %. Thus, in order to study a realistic metal-vacancy system, it is necessary to consider either a single vacancy in the bulk using the Green'sfunction method, 7, 8 or a large supercell in which the vacancies are well separated. To calculate vacancy-vacancy or vacancy-solute interaction energies in alloys or to study complex thermal defects in some intermetallics, very large supercells are necessary. Since the computational effort in conventional band-structure methods grows as N 3 , where N is the number of atoms in the unit cell, such methods become extremely inefficient for large supercells. However, recently a new generation of electronic structure methods in which the computer time scales linearly with N has emerged. [25] [26] [27] [28] One most efficient so-called order-N method is the locally self-consistent Green's-function ͑LSGF͒ method by Abrikosov et al. 27, 28 that may be used to treat ordered, disordered, and partially ordered systems on the same footing and with an accuracy comparable to that of conventional bandstructure methods. The high efficiency of this method is achieved by the choice of a self-consistent effective medium that allows for a particularly small local interaction zone ͑LIZ͒.
The original implementation of the LSGF method 27 is based on the atomic-sphere approximation ͑ASA͒ that may be expected to overestimate the vacancy formation energy by as much as a factor of 2 similar to all the previous vacancy calculations performed within the ASA. [29] [30] [31] This large error arises as a result of an inadequate treatment of the electron charge depletion around the vacancy caused by the spherical averaging of the electron density over each atomic sphere and would clearly invalidate the calculations. However, the vacancy formation energy is a physical quantity of the same kind ͑and order of magnitude͒ as the surface energy and one would expect to be able to determine it by means of the LSGF method provided the spherical approximation to the electron charge density is lifted 7,8 similar to the surface energy calculations for simple and transition metals 32 and to the surface segregation calculations in metallic alloys. 33, 34 In the present work we therefore keep the spherically symmetric potential but go beyond the ASA for the electron density by an electrostatic multipole expansion and we show that in this formulation the LSGF method has the accuracy necessary to calculate the vacancy formation energy in transition metals.
II. METHOD OF CALCULATIONS

A. Thermodynamic definitions
Let us consider a bulk crystal of an elemental metal containing N a atoms and N v vacancies at zero temperature. The number of vacancies in the system is allowed to change while the number of atoms is kept constant. We then define the vacancy concentration as c v ϭN v /N, where NϭN a ϩN v is the total number of lattice sites and evaluate the vacancy formation quantities in the dilute limit c v →0.
At constant pressure p, corresponding to the experimental conditions, the vacancy formation enthalpy may be defined as
͑1͒
where E(N v ) is the total energy and V(N v ) the volume of the system. The pressure dependence of the vacancy formation enthalpy is commonly characterized by the first derivative at zero pressure, the so-called vacancy formation volume,
where ⍀ 0 ϭV 0 (c v )/N is the equilibrium volume per site. At constant volume V the vacancy formation energy may be defined as
The vacancy formation energy, Eq. ͑3͒, evaluated at the calculated equilibrium volume V 0 and the vacancy formation enthalpy, Eq. ͑1͒, determined at zero external pressure coincide. The volume dependence of the vacancy formation energy may be described by a partial contribution to the crystal pressure, 35
connected to the vacancy formation volume ͑2͒ through the thermodynamic relationship
͑5͒
where B is the bulk modulus of the host and ␦ is the volume
. ͑6͒
B. Supercell calculations for vacancies
To calculate the physical quantities relevant for vacancy formation we use a supercell approach in which the metalvacancy system is modeled by a bulk crystal in which the number of lattice sites NϭN a ϩN v is fixed by construction. Following the definitions ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ the vacancy formation enthalpy and the vacancy formation volume may be calculated from the expressions
where E(N v ,⍀ ) is the total energy of a supercell containing N v vacancies at a volume ⍀ corresponding to an external pressure p. For the perfect crystal with no vacancies present the volume corresponding to the common external pressure is ⍀.
If the size of the supercell is large, the effect of volume relaxation on the energy is negligible since the total energy of the supercell has a minimum at the appropriate equilibrium volumes. In that case the vacancy formation energy may be calculated at a fixed volume close to the equilibrium volume ⍀ 0 as
while the partial vacancy pressure may be estimated from its first derivative using Eq. ͑4͒. Due to the superior convergence of Eq. ͑7͒ as N→ϱ, we have used this expression at zero external pressure instead of Eq. ͑9͒ to calculate the vacancy formation energy as is common practice in supercell calculations for vacancies. 5, 10, 30, 36 
C. Locally self-consistent Green's-function method
To eliminate vacancy-vacancy interactions one needs supercells with about 30 to 50 lattice sites and since we want to perform total-energy calculations for close to 30 elemental metals in two crystal structures, bcc and fcc, we will here take advantage of the LSGF method, 27, 28 the computational efforts of which scale linearly with the number of lattice sites. This favorable order-N scaling is achieved by solving the multiple-scattering problem exactly inside the so-called local interaction zone that surrounds each atom in the supercell whereby one may obtain locally self-consistent values of the Green's function for the central site of each LIZ. The LSGF method employs a judiciously chosen effective medium to describe the crystal beyond the LIZ and therefore one may obtain highly accurate total energies for a minimal LIZ size. In fact, the method typically becomes more efficient than conventional order-N 3 methods for supercells with more than 20 atoms and is ideally suited for the present purpose. A detailed description of the method and some applications may be found in Ref. 28 .
The LSGF method is based on the linear muffin-tin orbitals ͑LMTO͒ theory of Andersen 37-42 and employs the ASA in which one includes only the electrostatic monopole con-tribution to the atomic-centered spherically symmetric potentials. This approximation has proved to be accurate for highly symmetric and close-packed systems, such as ordinary metallic crystals, but the neglect of higher multipoles makes the ASA fail, for instance, in surface calculations. For the same reason Braun et al. 30 find vacancy formation energies for Fe that in the ASA are 2.5 times larger than the experimental value. Clearly, to obtain reliable vacancy formation energies one needs to go beyond the ASA.
D. Corrections to the ASA
Similar to the LMTO Green's-function method for surface calculations 32 we include in the present work the monopole contribution to the ASA potential from the higher multipoles of the charge density, i.e., go beyond the ASA for the charge density but keep the ASA for the potential. For want of a better name we call this approximation, which is the first step towards the full charge-density technique, 43 ASAϩM.
The monopole (Lϭs) contribution to the effective oneelectron potential is evaluated from the monopole and multipole moments, Q R L , of the valence electron charge by the multipole expansion
where L is shorthand for the (l,m) quantum numbers and M R,R Ј L,LЈ is the multipole Madelung matrix that is equivalent to the conventional ͑unscreened, ␣ϭ0) LMTO structure constants for the entire supercell. A corresponding Madelung contribution given by
is added to the total energy. A description of the procedure including expressions for the Madelung matrices and the multipole moments may be found in Ref. 32 where it is also shown that only when the multipole contributions to the ASA potential are included does one obtain accurate surface energies.
The number of multipoles included in the L summations in Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ is determined by the angular momentum cutoff l max used in the Green's-functions calculations. In the present calculations l max ϭ3 and due to the properties of the Gaunt coefficients the multipole moments of the charge density have nonzero components up to lϭ2l max . As a result the Madelung contributions to the potential and total energy include angular momenta up to lϭ6.
In Table I we show the monopole Madelung potential for the atomic spheres at and around a vacancy in Cu as a function of l max together with the corresponding self-consistent net charge and contribution to the total energy. It is seen that the multipole terms lower the potential by 30% and lead to a substantial reduction of the Madelung energy. In fact, this reduction brings the calculated vacancy formation energy for Cu in complete agreement with the results of full-potential calculations. 13 As a minor correction we also include the muffin-tin 44 or Ewald 45 correction to the ASA Madelung energy
Here, e is the electron charge (e 2 ϭ2 in Rydberg units͒, S the radius of the atomic sphere ͑it is assumed that all the atomic spheres have equal radii͒, and ␣ M the Madelung constant for the underlying lattice. The effective charge ͗q(S)͘ is the average interstitial electron density in the crystal multiplied by the atomic sphere volume. In the present case it becomes
where the summation runs over all of the N atomic positions R of the supercell. For closed-packed underlying lattices ␣ M is close to 1.8, which is the value of ␣ M in the ASA, and for most metals at their equilibrium volume, the Ewald correction is typically in the range from 10 to 40 mRy/atom. The correction has been included in a number of calculations, [46] [47] [48] where it tends to increase the calculated equilibrium lattice parameter that is usually underestimated within the ASA. The importance of this term in the vacancy problem comes from two facts. First, the vacancy formation energy is very sensitive to the atomic volume and, second, a vacancy lowers the interstitial electron density that enters Eq. ͑12͒. The latter effect is much stronger than in normal alloys, say, between two transition metals, which have n R (S) of the same order for all the alloy components.
E. Convergence with respect to LIZ and supercell size
To test the convergence of the LSGF in the ASAϩM we have calculated the vacancy formation energy in Cu varying the LIZ and supercell sizes. The result of this convergence test is summarized in Table II . In general we find that the net charge of the vacancy, i.e., the empty sphere, shows an attenuated oscillatory behavior with increasing LIZ size, that the Madelung shift on the vacant site converges monotonously, and that the resulting value of the vacancy formation energy is insensitive to an increase of the LIZ size beyond the first coordination shell ͑1 c.s.͒. The difference between the vacancy formation energies calculated using a 32-site or a 108-site (3ϫ3ϫ3) fcc supercell is found to be 0.01 eV. TABLE I. Madelung potential, net charge, and partial Madelung energy of the atomic spheres belonging to the ith coordination shell around the vacancy site in fcc Cu for R WS ϭ2.58 bohrs calculated using a 32-site supercell without (l max ϭ0) and with (l max ϭ6) multipole Madelung terms. The vacancy site is at iϭ0 and the LIZ size is two coordination shells.
Coordination
Multipole This indicates that the interaction of vacancies at long distances is repulsive and rather small. As a further indication of the accuracy of the method we have calculated the formation energy of divacancies in Cu using 64-site (2ϫ2ϫ4) supercells in which the two vacancies are first and second neighbors, respectively. The maximum separation between the vacancies in a 64-site supercell corresponds exactly to the separation of the vacancies in a 32-site supercell with a single vacancy, and this allows us to extract the vacancy-vacancy interactions in Cu. Our calculated divacancy binding energy is shown in Table III and it compares well the results of the full-potential studies. 13 It is seen that the interaction between two vacancies is small and attractive when they are first neighbors but repulsive when they are second neighbors. Despite the fact that the divacancy binding energy is of the same order of magnitude as the energy of the local lattice relaxations around a single vacancy, the relaxation effects cancel to a large degree in the final expression for the binding energy of a divacancy, and the residual contribution to the divacancy binding energy due to local relaxation effects should be one order of magnitude smaller.
F. Details of calculations
Based on the convergence tests we have used the LSGF method 27 in conjunction with the ASAϩM to performed scalar-relativistic total-energy calculations of monovacancies in the 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals. For the magnetic 3d metals we included the effect of spin polarization. To analyze the variation of the vacancy formation energy along the rows of the Periodic Table all the metals were calculated in the fcc as well as bcc crystal structures. We assumed equal atomic radii for metal atoms and vacancies and included an-gular momenta up to l max ϭ3. Thus, we treated valence s, p, d, and f electrons self-consistently within the local-density approximation for which we used the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof 49 parametrization of the many-body results by Ceperley and Alder 50 for the nonmagnetic metals and for ferromagnetic bcc Fe, fcc Co, and Ni and antiferromagnetic fcc Mn and bcc Cr.
The core states were recalculated at each self-consistency loop using the soft-core approximation. Semicore states of Sc, Ti, Y, Zr, and Hf were treated using two energy panels, while Lu was calculated in the frozen core approximation to avoid problems with its 4 f states.
The Brillouin zone integration was performed by means of the special point technique, including 240 k points in the 1/48 irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone for the fcc lattice and 285 points for the bcc lattice. The moments of the state density were evaluated by a 16-point Gaussian integration on a complex energy contour enclosing the occupied states.
Test calculations for 32-and 108-site fcc supercells show that a 32-site supercell is sufficient to calculate vacancy formation energy in the fcc structure. This follows from the fact that the total-energy change caused by vacancy-vacancy interaction, see Table III , is one order of magnitude smaller than the vacancy formation energy even when two vacancies are nearest neighbors, and decreases further with increasing distance. For the bcc structure the difference in vacancy formation energies calculated using a 27-site (3ϫ3ϫ3 rhom-bohedral͒ and a 54-site (3ϫ3ϫ3 cubic͒ supercell was found to be larger, e.g., 0.03 eV for Cr, 0.12 eV for Mo, and 0.18 eV for W, and therefore we used the 54-site supercells in this case.
The local interaction zone was chosen to contain two coordination shells around each atom for the fcc supercells and three coordination shells for the supercells with an underlying bcc lattice. Further increase of the LIZ size did not lead to any significant change in the vacancy formation energy.
Thus, for fcc Cu the difference was found to be less than 0.01 eV ͑see Table II͒. The Madelung potential and energy were calculated by means of Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑11͒ with summation up to lϭ6.
For each pure metal and metal-vacancy system we performed three self-consistent calculations at three different lattice parameters close to the equilibrium. The total energies at equilibrium were calculated using a parabolic fit to the results of the self-consistent calculations. Thus, volume relaxation of the crystal lattice was taken into account in the calculations of the vacancy formation energies although, of course, its effect was very small especially in the case of the 54-site supercell. The effect of local lattice relaxations that is known to be relatively small for vacancies in transition metals 7,8,51,36 was neglected. 
III. MONOVACANCY FORMATION ENERGY
A. Experimental results
Before we present the results of our calculations it is useful to analyze the experimental data, and to this end we show in Fig. 1 most of the available experimental vacancy formation energies for the three transition-metal series. In the figure one immediately observes a substantial scatter in the data and it appears that in some important cases, such as Fe, the results obtained using different experimental techniques vary too much to be useful in a quantitative comparison with firstprinciples calculations. For Fe, part of the uncertainty stems from the strong interaction of the vacancies with carbon impurities. 52 Similarly, problems with sample purity prevents the determination of the vacancy formation energy in Ir. 3 However, recently the situation has improved and based on positron annihilation experiments a consensus has been reached as to the vacancy formation energies in a number of transition metals, 2 and these have been tabulated as ''recommended values for medium temperatures'' with estimated errors of Ϯ0.05 eV. 3 In the past Miedema's ''macroscopic atom'' model 17 has been fitted to the experimental data and the result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 1 as the dot-dashed line. The values given by the Miedema theory are sometimes even referred to as experimental data, 18 although they only represent a fit to a very limited number of the old experimental data, as may be seen in the figure. A similar fit based on the empirical correlation with the melting temperature T M in the form H 1V F ϭT M /1000, where the value of the denominator of 1000 K/eV has been determined on the basis of the new positron annihilation data. 3 The T M /1000 rule has been shown to work well not only for transition metals 3 and can therefore be used in a few cases in lieu of experimental data.
B. Theoretical results
The calculated zero-temperature vacancy formation energies ͓Eq. ͑7͔͒ for the 3d, 4d, and 5d transition and noble metals are presented in Table IV and Fig. 2 together with experimental data including the recommended values. In the calculations all the metals have been treated in their lowtemperature equilibrium crystal structure except for Mn and the hcp metals that were treated as fcc. For the magnetic 3d metals we included the effect of spin poplarization. As the figure shows, the trends are well described by the calculations and in those cases where recommended experimental data exist the agreement between theory and experiment is excellent.
As seen in Fig. 2 there exist a number of cases, notably Ti, Cr, Fe, Nb, Mo, and Re, where the agreement between theory and experiment is rather poor. To determine whether these discrepancies may be a result of the approximations in our approach, we compare in Fig. 3 the present vacancy formation energies with those obtained in previous full- potential calculations. [7] [8] [9] [10] From this comparison we find that provided we include s, p, d, and f orbitals in our calculations the agreement with the full-potential KKR Green's-function results 7, 8 is excellent for all the fcc 4d metals. In contrast, the agreement with the FP-LMTO results of Korhonen et al. 10 for the bcc 4d metals is unsatisfactory except when we use the spd basis also used in the FP-LMTO calculations. We conclude that the present approach including an spdf basis yields vacancy formation energies with an accuracy similar to that obtained in the most accurate full-potential methods.
C. General trends
For a transition-metal series the vacancy formation energy plotted as a function of the d occupation number exhibits roughly a parabolic variation with a maximum close to the middle of the series. This is similar to the more well-known cases of the cohesive and surface energies that are usually explained using Friedel's rectangular state-density model in the tight-binding approximation. 53 When the Friedel model is applied to the formation of vacancies 9 it does lead to a maximum at the center of a transition series but the absolute values of the energies obtained in the model are ϳ50% too large. The simple approach may be corrected by a pair potential and one then arrives at a model the parameters of which may be found by a fit to the measured vacancy formation energies. 9, 10 Thereby one confirms the empirical correlation, 19 between the cohesive energy E coh Ј relative to a non-spinpolarized atomic state and the vacancy formation energy.
Since E coh Ј varies parabolically with the d occupation number, see Ref. 54 , so does the vacancy formation energy.
D. Crystal structure effects
In Fig. 4 we show the monovacancy formation energies for the transition and noble metals calculated in the paramagnetic state assuming two cubic crystal structures. In the fcc structure each of the three series exhibits the parabolic behavior predicted by the Friedel model but with the maximum displaced to a d-band filling of 70%, while in the bcc structure the monovacancy formation energy shows a pronounced minimum at the same 70% d-band filling. We note that in the extreme cases, i.e., Fe, Ru, and Os, the structural contribution is a sizable fraction of the monovacancy formation energy and approximately a factor of 3 larger than the corresponding structural energy differences. 48 To understand the origin of this large structural contribution we may use the local bond picture 55 to construct the following simple model. Assume that the cohesive energy per atom may be written in the form
where coh Fried is the energy of a reference state that we take to be the one-electron energy corresponding to Friedel's rectangular state density and str ␣ is the structural contribution corresponding to the difference between the reference state density and the actual ␣-structure state density.
At the formation of a vacancy the atoms next to it are perturbed and, as a result, the corresponding local state densities are rescaled, i.e, their bandwidths are reduced, and reshaped. Both effects are clearly seen in Fig. 5 , where we show the relevant state densities for Ru in the two cubic crystal structures. For simplicity we will assume that only the atoms closest to the vacancy are perturbed and, hence, that only these atoms contribute to the vacancy formation energy. As will be shown below by means of Andersen's canonical band picture 56 this assumption leads to an accurate description of the vacancy formation energy for a d transition-metal series.
In a tight-binding picture the decrease in the d bandwidth caused by the reduction in the effective coordination number gives rise to a factor of ͱ(zϪ1)/z, where z is the bulk coordination number, in all the contributions to Eq. ͑15͒. This means that each of the z perturbed atoms contributes ͓1 Ϫͱ(zϪ1)/z͔ coh ␣ to the vacancy formation energy due to the rescaling of the state density. In addition, the lowering of the local symmetry around a vacancy tends to wash out some of the prominent features found in the local state density for the ideal crystal. This reshaping effect gives rise to an additional contribution to the vacancy formation energy that stems from str ␣ and has the prefactor ͱ(zϪ1)/z.
With the above assumptions the final expression for the vacancy formation energy becomes
Here, the first term is, in fact, Eq. ͑14͒ and it includes a structural contribution that will add to the difference in the vacancy formation energy of the fcc and bcc structures. This structural contribution is, however, greatly reduced on account of its coordination number dependent prefactor, and cannot explain the structural effects seen in Fig. 4 . The second term in Eq. ͑16͒ represents the effect of reshaping the state density for a given crystal structure, i.e., it is the change in the stuctural contribution to the cohesive energy that is caused by the vacancy formation. Although the value of ⌬ str ␣ is not known in general, it is clear that in the ''featureless'' limit, where the reshaping effect is so strong that the atoms next to the vacancy have a rectangular state density, one has ⌬ str ␣ ϭϪ str ␣ . Further, in contrast to the first term in Eq. ͑16͒, this structural contribution is enhanced by a factor of the order of the coordination number z. It can therefore lead to a large difference in the vacancy formation energy of the fcc and bcc structures.
We may now use our model to explain the vacancy formation energies shown in Fig. 4 . For a transition-metal series we find that the first term in Eq. ͑16͒ represents essentially a parabolic variation with the d occupation number leading to only a small structural difference in the vacancy formation energies for the two cubic structures while the second term leads to the large reduction in the vacancy formation energies seen in the ͑paramagnetic͒ bcc metals Mn, Fe, Co, Tc, Ru, Rh, Re, Os, and Ir. It follows from the outline of the model that the origin of this effect is the reduction of the pseudogap of the bcc state density upon vacancy formation that is the prominent feature responsible for the stability of the bcc structure for a half-filled d band.
The onset of magnetism leads to a reduction in the surface energy of the magnetic 3d metals described, for instance, by a spin-polarized Friedel model. 57 As a result, one might expect a similar reduction for the vacancy formation energy of ferromagnetic Fe. However, in this case one finds an increase of about 0.95 eV when going from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic bcc Fe, cf. Figs. 2 and 4 , and Table IV . The reason for this increase is easily traced to the structural contribution given by the second term in Eq. ͑16͒. In the paramagnetic case bcc Fe has a low vacancy formation energy as a result of the large structural contribution for d occupation numbers close to 7. However, in the completely saturated spinpolarized case bcc Fe is described by a minority-spin d occupation number close to that of bcc Cr where the structural contribution is small and therefore ferromagnetic bcc Fe is predicted to have a vacancy formation energy close to that of Cr, as indeed it has. The increase may therefore be viewed as a structural effect.
The simple analysis above may be quantified if we apply the canonical band approach to the total supercell Ru statedensities D i and calculate the first-order energy moments
for i corresponding to the fcc and bcc supercells with and without vacancies as functions of the zeroth-order energy moments,
i.e., the one-electron energies as functions of the occupation numbers per atom. Thereby, we obtain four one-electron energies whose proper combination yields the vacancy formation energy as a function of the zeroth-order moment, i.e., the d occupation number. In Fig. 6 we show the results of the canonical procedure where the first-order moments have been obtained relative to the centers of gravity C i corresponding to the total state density of Ru occupied by 11 electrons per atom for each of the four cases involved. The comparison with the results of the full calculation and the analysis above shows that the structural contribution to the vacancy formation energy can be traced to the well-known structural energy difference curve for d-band metals.
IV. VACANCY FORMATION VOLUME
The calculated equilibrium atomic volumes and vacancy formation volumes are presented in Table V . We find that in all cases the vacancy formation volume is smaller than the atomic volume by approximately the same amount, i.e., ⍀ 1V F /⍀ 0 Ϸ0.7, independent of crystal structure.
There is a dearth of experimental data on the vacancy formation volumes in transition metals. Moreover, even for the same metal-vacancy system the existing experimental data for the vacancy formation volumes are typically scattered within the range from 0.5⍀ 0 to ⍀ 0 . However, what appears to be the most reliable low-temperature data for the volume misfits as obtained by positron annihilation experiments have been tabulated in the Landolt-Börnstain reference series book 3 from which the values of vacancy formation volumes can be deduced ͑see Table V͒ .
Since the vacancy formation volume is a thermodynamic quantity, it reflects the overall relaxation of the volume of a crystal containing vacancies. This global volume relaxation of the crystal lattice is included in our calculations. It is clear, that any additional lattice relaxation, such as local relaxations around a vacancy site, will decrease the absolute value of the partial vacancy pressure and the volume misfit. Accordingly, the vacancy formation volume should approach ⍀ 0 if local relaxations are present in the system. As a result, the present calculations, which neglect such relaxations, tend to underestimate the vacancy formation volumes in transition metals, and the small difference between our results and experiment may be attributed to the effects of local relaxation.
To our knowledge, there exist only two first-principles calculations of vacancy formation volumes. Papanikolaou et al. 51 used the FP-KKR Green's-function method for an isolated vacancy in Cu and calculated the volume misfit through the Kanzaki forces. The result of our calculation for the vacancy formation volume in fcc Cu is in agreement with their result, ␦ϭϪ0.3 ͑see Table V͒ . The vacancy formation volume for bcc Mo was calculated by Meyer and Fähnle 36 using a 54-site supercell by means of a mixed-basis pseudopotential method. The difference between their result, ⍀ 1V F /⍀ 0 ϭ0.6Ϯ0.1, and our result ͑see Table V͒ is within the expected error limits of both calculations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have used the order-N LSGF method in conjunction with an electrostatic multipole correction to the atomicsphere approximation, ASAϩM, to study the monovacancy formation energies in the 3d, 4d, and 5d transition and noble metals. The results are in excellent agreement with the available full-potential calculations and with the recently ''recommended'' monovacancy formation energies for Ni, Cu, Ag, Pt, and Au. For the remaining transition metals the calculations describe the trends observed experimentally, but owing to large uncertainties in the experimental values it appears that the calculated results at present form the most consistent estimate of the monovacancy formation energies in the three transition-metal series.
Note added. Since the completion of the present manuscript we have become aware of three recent publications related to the present paper: ͑i͒ a critical review of experimental results ͑Ref. 58͒; ͑ii͒ a study of the effect of the generalized gradient approximation on the vacancy formation energy ͑Ref. 59͒; ͑iii͒ an ab initio calculation of the vacancy formation and migration energy in W ͑Ref. 60͒.
